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[0001] The disclosure describes techniques for translating speech into simple language for
output to a user device. For example, speech content from a video that depicts a speaker is
translated into simple language closed captions or speech, such as synthesize voice. Simple
language output enables people with limited hearing or language proficiency, such as children or








[0002] Visual content, such as video, movies, television programs, interactive chat, etc. often
includes audio speech content such as verbal communication in a spoken language. Subtitles are
often available to provide text translation onto a display screen to help users understand speech
associated with the visual content. Subtitles may be displayed in a language different than the
spoken language of the speech content, e.g. by transcribing speech content and translating the
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transcribed text into a particular language. Closed captions are subtitles viewable in response to
user activation.
[0003] Closed captioning makes speech content accessible to a user having impairment, such
as a hearing impairment, which may otherwise hinder a user’s ability to understand the content.
Closed captioning in a language of choice also allows users who do not understand the language
of the speech content to understand the content. Generation of closed captions requires human
annotators, which makes it time consuming and expensive.
[0004] Automatic machine translation is employed to interpret speech and convert it into a
different language. However, machine translation can lead to inaccurate output that is difficult to
understand. For example, an utterance of a complex sentence may result in inaccurate translation
into a foreign language. It is beneficial to increase reliability of speech translations to improve
accessibility of media content.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0005] A translation system is described for providing translated simple language from
speech content. For example, simple language is a grammatically simplified version of the
source language of the speech content. Further, simple language includes a limited dictionary
e.g., a subset of a dictionary of the source language. The translation system includes a computing
device, e.g. a server or user device, which receives speech content, such as speech associated
with visual content. The translation system converts speech content to a simple language and
optionally converts the simple language to a foreign translated language. The translation system
outputs the translated language in various formats, such as text shown on a display screen of a
user device (e.g. closed captions), audio speech dubbed over original audio, etc.
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[0006] In some instances, the translation system translates a speech content component of a
video uploaded to a video sharing website. Such video content may include video clips,
television clips, music videos, video blogging, educational videos, etc. In some implementations,
the speech content is a component of a video conference, live communication, etc.
[0007] The translation system is beneficial for providing closed captions for visual content
having large amounts of fast-paced speech content, such as live talk shows, sporting events,
competitions, multi-player video games, etc. Simple language closed captions enables users to
focus attention on the visual content by reducing effort required to read complex closed captions.
[0008] The term, “translation”, as used herein, includes converted spoken language, such as
“simple language translation” of speech in a source language converted into a simple language,
e.g. a simplified form of the source language. It also includes “foreign language translation” of
speech (e.g., simple language) converted into a foreign translated language different from the
source language.
[0009] A user requests simple language translation, such as by activating a link on a user
interface of a user device that displays the visual content. In some implementations, speech
content in a source language is converted into simple language by employing various rules for
simplifying speech. For example, rules for Basic English (created by Charles Kay Ogden and
published in “Basic English: A General Introduction with Rules and Grammar (1930)),
Simplified Technical English (e.g., as described on webpage,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simplified_Technical_English), Plain English (e.g., as described on
webpage, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_plain_English_words_and_phrases), Children
Simplified English, Summary Text Streaming (such as replacing short pieces of a text flow with
summary), etc., are used to convert to simple language.
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[0010] Words are substituted, omitted and added in accordance with the rules. Rules can also
emphasize clarity and brevity. Rules can include restrictions on grammar and style usage. Rules
include, for example:
 use of a limited predefined set of words that may be defined according characteristics of
the user, e.g., user age, language, ability, etc.,
 limit the number of words in a sentence,
 restrict number of sentences in a paragraph,
 avoid inclusion of slang and jargon,
 use active voice words,
 use simple verb tenses (past, present and future),
 avoid complex words and sentence structures, and
 avoid technical language.
[0011] For example, original speech that includes, “So because of the fact that there’s
abundance of oxygen out in the air basically I get to be breathing deep and I go on to build up the
energy.” may be translated into simple language, “I breathe deep. This increases energy.” In this
example, the original speech is considered complex and it is broken into multiple simple
sentences. Unnecessary language “So because of the” and technical language “the fact that
there’s abundance of oxygen out in the air” are eliminated. Passive voice words “I get to be
breathing deep” is replaced with active voice words, “I breathe deep” and passive voice words “I
go on to build up” is replaced with active voice words “This increases energy”.
[0012] In some implementations, speech is converted into simple language by use of
semantic translation methods. In some implementations statistical or neural network techniques
are used to learn from a map of prior simple language translations of input speech.
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[0013] In some implementations, the simple language is translated to foreign language. The
language for foreign translation is determined by automatically translating to a default language,
a user-specified language, a language determined by prior usage, a language associated with a
location of the user, etc. User consent is obtained for use of data regarding the user, such as
language of prior usage, user location, etc. Simple language converted to foreign language and
back to the simple language has higher fidelity than original speech converted to foreign
language and back to original language.
[0014] Figure 1 illustrates a diagram of an example translation system 100 that includes a
server 102, user devices 120a, 120n, an audio producing device 130, and a network 116. Users
124a, 124n may interact with the user devices 120a, 120n. The human producer 132 who directs
the audio producing device 130 to record the voice of a human speaker 134.
[0015] The server 102 includes a processor, a memory, and network communication
capabilities. The server 102 accesses the network 116. The server 102 includes a simple
translation module 104, a database 106, a foreign translation module 108, and an output module
110.
[0016] The simple translation module 104 includes code and routines for converting speech
content into simple language and retrieving language conversion information (e.g. rules) from
the database 106. The simple translation module 104 can be implemented using hardware,
software, or a combination.
[0017] Foreign translation module 108 includes code and routines for receiving input of
simple language from the simple translation module 104 and converting the simple language into
a foreign translated language. Foreign translation module can implement different machine
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translation techniques. Such foreign translation from the simple same language results in greater
accuracy of translation.
[0018] The output module 110 further processes the simple language and/or foreign
translated language. For example, the simple same language or foreign translated language is
converted into a format suitable for a user device. For example, the output module may convert
the text into closed captioning format as required by the user device, use speech synthesis to
convert the simple language into audio, etc.
[0019] The output module 110 further determines output timing of simple language
captioning with display of visual content. The simple language translation is aligned with
original speech content and video content stream. The simple language is output via text at
various times relative to visual content. For example, the translated text is displayed
synchronously with a speech content segment. In another example, the translated text is
displayed before a speech content segment such that a user may first read the translated text and
then listen to untranslated speech content). In another example, the translated text is displayed
after a speech content segment is played such that a user may first listen to untranslated speech
content and then read the translated text).
[0020] The user devices 120a, 120n are computing devices that each include a memory and a
processor, for example a mobile telephone, a computer, a portable music player, a television or
other electronic device capable of accessing the network 116. The user device 120 can receive
audio and provide it to a user 124.
[0021] The audio producing device 130 may be a computing device that includes a memory
and a processor, for example a mobile telephone, computer with a camera and/or microphone, a
recorder or other electronic device capable of accessing the network 116. In some
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implementations, audio producing device 130 records speech directly from speaker 134. In some
implementations, another device records the speech from speaker 134 and transfers the speech
content to audio producing device 130.
[0022] The network 116 can be wired or wireless, and may have different configurations.
The network 116 may include a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN) (e.g., the
Internet), and/or other interconnected data paths across which multiple devices may
communicate.
[0023] The translation system 100 enables user 124 to specify multiple languages in their
profiles. For example a native Russian user 124 who understands English and French with basic
proficiency can choose “Russian; simple English; simple French”; a native English and Spanish
user who understands some German may specify “English; Spanish; Simple German”, etc.
[0024] The translation system 100 enables users 124, the human producer 132, the human
speaker 134 and/or one or more content owners to specify and/or consent to the collection,
transcription, translation, output and/or other use of speech content and personal information. For
example, translation system 100 provides users with multiple selections directed to specifying
and/or consenting to the use of the speech content. For example, consent may be associated with
permissions to: record speech, transcribe the speech, translate the speech, output the translated
speech, etc. Consent selections may be implemented in a variety of ways. For example,
translation system 100 may cause buttons or check boxes to be displayed next to various consent
selections. Consent selections may include options for users and producers to not consent to the
recording, transcribing, translation or speech and/or use of personal information.
[0025] The various components of the translation system 100 as shown in Figure 1 can be
combined or separated into different devices. For example, in some implementations, the server
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components and/or audio producing device 130 may be part of the user device 120. In some
implementations, the user 124, the human producer 132 and/or the human speaker 134 may be
the same or different people.
[0026] As illustrated in Figure 2, the translation system 100 translates speech 210 from
speaker 134 through server 102 of Figure 1. The audio producing device 130 captures the visual
depiction 212 of speaker 134 and displays the visual depiction, such as a video, on user interface
202. The audio producing device 130 records the speech 210 uttered by speaker 134. For
illustration purposes as shown in Figure 2, the speech 210 includes the statement, “Today is
totally awesome like for real.”
[0027] The recorded speech content of speech 210 and visual content including visual
depiction 212 of speaker 134 are transmitted through network 116 to server 102. The server 102
stores the video and translates the speech content to simple same language. In some
implementations, the server 102 further translates the simple same language into foreign
translated language and creates an output format.
[0028] In the example shown in Figure 2, the speech, “Today is totally awesome like for
real” may be simplified techniques that replace slang language, “totally awesome” with “great”
and ignore slang language, “like for real”.
[0029] The resulting simple language is transmitted to a user device 120. Visual content
including visual depiction 106 of the speaker 134 and simple language text 222 is displayed on a
user interface 220 on the user device 120. In some implementations, speech content may be
played through a speaker component 224 of the user device 120. For illustration purposes as
shown in Figure 2, the simple language includes the statement, “Today is a great day” as the
simple same language version of speech 210, “Today is totally awesome like for real.”
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[0030] In some implementations, simple language is converted into audio through speech
synthesis processes or human readers of the simple language. For example, simple speech is used
to dub the original speech content. Such conversion of simple language into audio is beneficial
for users with vision impairments, foreign language learners, etc.
[0031] In some implementations, machine translation methods may use corpora created with
original language text and corresponding simple language text in the same language. In some
instances, simplified language text may be derived manually or by reference to sources such as
literary adaptations.
[0032] In some implementations, confidence score metrics are employed to measure
accuracy of translated speech content. For example, translated words that meet a threshold
confidence score may be included in closed caption output.
[0033] In some implementations, where the user authorizes it, the translation system detects
user requirements in terms of simple language needs and adjusts the translation process
according to the needs of the user. In some implementations, the simple language can facilitate
searching of speech content.
[0034] The techniques of this disclosure enable translation of speech into simple same
language and into foreign language. The techniques can be deployed in various contexts such as
generation of closed captions, real-time audio/video transcription, etc. The techniques permit
users with limited language proficiency to more easily access content in the language, such as
video in a foreign language, a video conference with a user who speaks a different language, or
audiobooks.
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